This paper presents implementation of higher order PDS (HO-PDS) in FEM framework (HO-PDS-FEM) to solve a boundary value problems involving cracks in linear elastic bodies. Further, an alternative approach based on curl free restriction to extend the current PDS is also presented. This alternative curl-free implementation is scrutinized and compared with a former proposal for HO-PDS whose derivative is not guarantee to satisfy curl free condition. Analysis of traditional plate with a hole problem shows that curl free implementation does not have any specific advantage. Further, techniques for modeling cracks in HO-PDS-FEM are presented. Comparison of two formulations with mode-I crack problem indicates that former proposed HO-PDS-FEM is superior to the proposed curl free formulation, and there is a significant improvement compared to 0 th -order PDS-FEM.
Introduction
Nature of cracks in physical problems is complex and sensitive to minor variation of various factors such as material properties, pre-existing microscopic cracks and flaws, loading, etc. The involvement of singular stress field at the tip, which propagates creating new crack surfaces, makes the crack propagation phenomena highly sensitive to these minor factors. The minor variation in these factors makes the crack tip to branch, bend, stop, etc., though those have negligible influence in ordinary deformation problems. Because of this high sensitivity to minor factors, what requires in studies of failure due to crack propagation is construction of probability density function (PDF) of crack paths. To realizing this, numerical methods based on statistical model 1) or Monte-Carlo simulations 2) , with efficient techniques for modeling 3D crack propagation in large scale problems are required.
There are several numerical methods for modeling crack propagation. Mainly FEM and particle based numerical methods are widely accepted in field of computational mechanics. Particle methods can easily handle the large deformation and damage, which make it a powerful tool for failure analysis. Particle methods such as smooth particle method (SPH) 3) , reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM) 4) follow the properties h-adaptivity to improve the results by including additional nodes within analysis domain. Element free Galerkin method (EFGM) 5) uses the nodal data and moving least square interpolant to solve the problem. Lacking of explicit expression for derivative and dependency on Lagrange multiplier to enforce boundary conditions are major drawback of EFGM. Moreover, particle based methods are also not able to incorporate the poison's ratio effect. On contrary, finite element method (FEM) does not have any such issues. FEM endures some difficulties in simulating the fracture problems. But, recent development such as enriched/extended finite element methods 6),7), 8) has enabled it to capture the actual stress state ahead of crack-tip. But, these enhancements are substantially complex with hefty computational cost. In nutshell, particle methods and finite element method have their own positive and negative features. Furthermore, several other methods based on moving least square (MLS) 9) and Taylor series 10) had been developed, investigated and suggested that interpolatory polynomials are essential. However, complexity involved in simulating the crack is major drawback of these conventional methods and their advancements.
Considering the merits of finite element methods and particle methods, particle discretization scheme (PDS) 11),12) had been proposed. One attractive feature of PDS-FEM is its numerically efficient failure treatment which allows one to construct probability distribution function (PDF) of 3D crack paths in large scale problems. In a recent work, PDS has been extended to higher order 13) by introducing the higher order polynomial into basis function set. The proposed higher order PDS (HO-PDS) is based on local polynomial approximations of a function within the support of each tessellation element and approximating the function over the domain as the union of such local approximations. Surely, such approximated function consists of discontinuities along the tessellation elements. PDS uses conjugate tessellation and define bounded derivatives for the function approximate. This paper presents the modeling of brittle cracks with the proposed HO-PDS and its verification. The proposed higher order extension does not guarantee that an approximated tensor field always satisfies ∇×∇T d = 0, where T d is the HO-PDS approximation of a smooth tensor field T, which always satisfies ∇ × ∇T = 0. It is of great interest to seek for alternative approach to develop the higher order PDS, which always satisfies the ∇ × ∇T d = 0 condition, which we refer as curl-free implementation. It is a possibility that this curl-free implementation may have superior properties such as higher accuracy, faster convergence, higher stability in solving boundary value problems, and etc. In this paper, curl-free implementation of HO-PDS-FEM is compared with the HO-PDSFEM proposed earlier 11),12) . This paper is consisting of four sections along with introduction. Second section emphasis on the concept of higher order PDS. Implementation of PDS into finite element framework has been explained in third section. Discussion of results of numerical example with and without singularity has been included in fourth section. Final section contains the concluding remark.
Higher order PDS
As customary in PDS, let {Φ α |α = 1, . . . , N α } and {Ψ β |β = 1, . . . , N β } be a pair of conjugate tessellations used for approximating a given function f and its derivatives f, i , respectively, defined in domain Ω. Following the previous works of PDS-FEM 12), 13) , we use the conjugate tessellation pair Voronoi and Delaunay, respectively. Let the characteristic functions of each tessellation element be ϕ α (x) and ψ β (x), where {x α |α = 1, . . . , N α } and {x β |β = 1, . . . , N β } are the sets of mother points of the respective tessellation. Here, the characteristic function is defined as ϕ α (x) = 1 if x ∈ Φ α , and ϕ α (x) = 0 otherwise. ψ β (x) is defined similarly over conjugate tessellation.
In an earlier work, the authors proposed of higher order formulation of PDS based on the following approximations of a given function f and its derivatives.
where, the basis functions
The basis function sets P α and Q β are sets of suitable and appropiate basis functions with their support over the respective tessellation elements. The coefficients f αn and g βn are found by minimizing the errors
, which leads to the following set of linear system of equations.
where,
Detailed formulation of HO-PDS has been discussed in the next section. An inducive attempt to extend the current state of PDS to higher order with curlfree restriction has been discussed in the Appendix-A. Further, a qualitative and quantitative comparative study has been performed by analogizing both formulations and discussed in section 4.
PDS-FEM formulation
Consider standard Boundary Value Problem (BVP) of infinitesimal deformation of a linearly elastic body occupying the space Ω. Ignore for body forces for the sake of simplicity. In this section, we present the implementation of higher order PDS in FEM framework to solve this BVP. While the main objective is to present the treatment for modeling cracks, only a brief description on HO-PDS-FEM is presented to build the necessary background required. The curlfree-HO-PDS, its implementation in FEM framework (curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM) and treatment for modeling cracks are presented in Appendix A. As shown in the next section, the curl-free implementation is inferior to the formulation presented in this section.
Following Lagrangian, which is the standard for linear elasticity problems, is used as the equivalent integral form of the above described BVP.
where u, ϵ and c denote displacement vector, strain and the elasticity tensors. Further, we use the Voronoi and Delaunay tessellation pair as {Φ α } and {Ψ β }, respectively. According to higher order PDS, we approximate the displacement field u as 
Strain tensor ϵ βm ij
, which can be approximated as
where ϵ βm ij can be expressed using Eq. 9 as
) .
(10) Similarly, the stress tensor σ are also approximated over Delaunay tessellation as
while, the elasticity tensor is approximated with the characteristic functions of the Delaunay tessellation as
It is straight forward to obtain that
For the sake of brevity, lets express the Eq. 10 in the following tensor form.
where
. Substituting Eq. 11 to the the Lagrangian in Eq. 7 and setting the first variation w.r.t. the unknown coefficients u αn i to zero, the following governing linear set of equations can be obtained.
This linear set of equations is the PDS-FEM equivalent of global stiffness matrix in FEM. Indeed,
can be considered as the element stiffness matrix of higher order PDS-FEM.
(1) Modeling crack in PDS-FEM As mentioned in the Sec. 1, a major advantage of PDS-FEM is the simple and numerically efficient treatment for modeling discontinuities. The displacement field approximated with PDS inherent discontinuities along each edge of Voronoi elements Φ α . Close inspection of Eq. 8 clearly indicates this; the support of each polynomial base P αn is limited to the domain of the corresponding tessellation element Φ α creating discontinuities along the boundary ∂Φ α . Figure 1 (a) shows an exaggerated illustration of a displacement component approximated with PDS over a Delaunay tessellation. As explained below, PDS-FEM utilizes these existing discontinuities along ∂Φ α 's to model discontinuities in BVPs.
The contribution from these characteristics function in strain-displacement relationship is dropped to model discontinuities resulting into an efficient and easy numerical technique to introduce the discontinuities. As is known, in HO-PDS-FEM, strain is summation of contribution from displacement gradient i.e. F αn ′ ,j and discontinuity of characteristics function along the Voronoi boundaries (∂ϕ) i.e. Φ α ,j . Gradient of characteristic function ensures continuity of strain/stress field along Voronoi extremities in continuum and therefore, this contribution is eliminated to simulate the crack. Equation 14 is further simplified using P αn = F αn (x − x α ) ϕ α (x) and Gauss divergence theorem to following form
Here, d αβ = Ψ β ∩ ∂Φ α and n j is outward normal to Voronoi tessellation. Let's consider a pre-existing crack along the Voronoi edge AG Fig.1(b) and this is modeled by modifying the B-matrix components by dropping the gradient of characteristics function along corresponding boundary (AG and GA') which is mathematically equivalent to set the term
Stiffness matrix is re-evaluated with updated Bmatrix and then system is solved with prescribed essential boundary conditions. As it requires only Bmatrix modification to introduce the crack, proposed technique can be categorized as easiest scheme as compare to other recent advancements in conventional methods.
Unlike the treatments used in other methods to model propagating cracks, this treatment is simple and numerically efficient. Most existing numerical methods require introduction of new nodes, enrichment involving complex integration or introduction of new DOFs, etc., while above PDS-FEM treatment requires only recalculation of an element stiffness matrix. Especially, in simulating large scale problems utilizing high performance computing, this simple crack treatment has a clear advantage over the existing methods.
Hereafter, in this paper, the formulation presented in this section is referred as HO-PDS-FEM and the one included in Appendix-A is referred as curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM, respectively. The original formulation of PDS [11, 12] is referred as 0 th -order PDS-FEM.
Numerical Example
In this section, we present the numerical example of HO-PDS-FEM explained in previous section and in Reference [13] . Further, as mentioned in Sec. 1, curlfree-HO-PDS-FEM (see Appendix-A for details) is also being scrutinized and compared the results with former formulation. Two classical problems are considered in this comparison. The first is the classical plate with a hole problem which has a smooth displacement field with a weak stress concentration. The second is the mode-I crack of finite length, which has discontinuity and two stress singularities. The plate with a hole problem shows that both HO-PDS-FEM and curl-free-HOPDS-FEM have insignificant difference both in displacement and stress fields. However, in the case of mode-I crack problem, the curlfree-HO-PDS-FEM is inferior in modeling the crack tip stress and specially in modeling the traction free state of stress along the crack surface. Also, comparison with 0 th -order PDS-FEM 11), 12) , shows that HO-PDS-FEM has a significant improvement over the 0 th -order PDS-FEM.
Following polynomial basis function sets are used for all the problems solved with developed higher order PDS-FEM; P α and Q β for HO-PDS-FEM, and P α andQ β for curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM.
Proposed HO-PDS-FEM with the above P α and Q β is referred as 1 st -order PDS-FEM, while that with P α andQ β is referred as curl free-1 st -order PDS-FEM. We used the prefix 1 st -order since the higher order polynomial base included in P α is one. Formulation with the base function sets are P α = {ϕ α } and P β = { ψ β } is referred as 0 th -order PDS-FEM. In the above basis function sets, Q β orQ β are selected such that the approximated derivatives of u are one order higher than u ϕ assembled with P α . This choice is found to be helpful in setting boundary conditions in both HO-PDS-FEM. In both HO-PDS- FEM, the number of unknowns at a node is equal to |P α |, and most of these terms contains derivatives of u (i.e.ū = u| ∂Ω , where ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω).
Apart from the boundary segments parallel to the coordinate axes, all the derivatives ofū can be specified based onū. Along boundary segments which are parallel to coordinate axes, derivatives ofū normal to the boundary cannot be evaluated, subsequently leading the global linear system to be ill-posed. It is found that this problem can be solve by choosing Q β or Q β to be one order higher than P α . This observation is based on several numerical experiments and it demands appropriate mathematical reasoning.
(1) Comparison of two formulations: weak stress concentration The standard plate of infinite extent with a circular hole subjected to tensile far field loading is considered as the first problem to compare 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl free 1 st order PDS-FEM. Plane stress conditions are assumed and the far field σ xx is assumed to be σ 0 = 10MPa. The Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio are assumed to be 1GPa and 0.33, respectively. The simulated domain and the Delaunay tessellations used are shown in Fig. 2 . Symmetric boundary conditions are set along the straight bottom edge, while the displacement boundary conditions are enforced along all other edges except along the circular boundary. Figure 3 shows the u x and σ yy obtained with the curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM presented in the section 3. Important thing to note is that displacement field is discontinuous along the Voronoi extremes as polynomials with local support are used in approximating. Such discontinuities are utilized in modelling the cracks and are explained in previous section. In the curl-free formulation the mapping of f ϕ to f ψ (i.e.Eq. 1 and A.2) can be interpreted as the way to smoothly connect the discontinuous u ϕ i 's defined over Voronoi elements, and define bounded derivatives over the Delaunay elements (i.e. Eq. A.4). Need of conjugate domain can also be justified to fulfil the requirement of bounded derivative, which satisfies the given governing equation. Figure 4 shows that the stress concentration on the circular boundary is correctly reproduced. Improvement in accuracy of solution and higher convergence rates are some salient features HO-PDS-FEM. Figure 5 demonstrate the difference of displacement fields, u x and σ xx obtained with the 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM. Shown is the vicinity of the weak stress concentration on the circular boundary, where the difference is largest. As is seen, the difference both in u and σ xx are negligibly small, which is of order 10 −5 .
The negligible difference in results of 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM indicates that, curl-free implementation does not have any advantage over the 1 st -order PDS-FEM presented in 13) , which is not guaranteed to satisfy curl-free condition. However, it is not surprising that 1 st -order PDS-FEM manages to find a solution with negligible difference from that of curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM. The solution space of curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM is a subset of that of HO-PDS-FEM and the stationary solution found via variational approach makes both the formulations to find solutions of negligible differences.
(2) Comparison of two formulations: mode-I stress singularity A mode-I centre crack problem is considered to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of cracks modeled with 0 th -order PDS-FEM and the two formulations of 1 st -order PDS-FEM. Specifically, the accuracy of following quantities are tested; crack tip stress singularity, traction free crack surface and JIntegral. Figure 6 shows the geometric configuration of the mode-I centre crack considered. The boundary conditions on the circular boundary is set so as to simulate a mode-I centre crack subjected to far field stress σ yy = 10 MPa. Plane stress conditions are assumed with Young's modulus of 1GPa and the Poisson's ratio of 0.33, respectively. Figure 7 shows σ yy in the vicinity of the crack tip. As seen in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) , both 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM produces large negative stress, instead of the large tensile stress, in the crack tip elements (i.e. the element with the crack tip). Only the 0 th order PDS ( see in Fig.  7 (c) )produces a large tensile stress; the accuracy of 0 th -order PDS in modeling crack tip singularity is discussed in 12) . Detailed analysis indicates that this error is localized to the crack tip neighbourhood. Stress components are found to be converging to the exact solution at the expected second order rate, at points far from the crack tip. Moreover, Fig. 8 also confirms this localization of the error. It is not surprising that both the 1 st -order formulations fail to reproduce the crack tip singularity, which is of the form 1 / √ r cos θ /2. This singular field cannot be accurately approximated with polynomial basis which has their point of inflections located at the crack tip. Probably, the best approach would be to include the analytic solutions of u and σ as basis functions for the tessellations in the neighbourhood of the crack-tips.
It is of interest to investigate the effect of locating the point of inflections, x βc , of base polynomial set P βc , where Ψ βc is the Delaunay element containing the crack-tip. As mentioned in the section 2, mother points ( i.e. center of area x g ) of Ψ β 's are used as x β in P β . Having the point of inflections of the polynomial bases within Ψ βc may have negative effects in approximating singular stress field. To investigate the effect of setting x β of the crack tip element to be outside of Ψ βc , a set of simulations are conducted with setting x βc =x, wherex is the mid of broken edge as shown in Fig. 9 .
As seen in Fig. 10 , when x βc =x, brings a significant improvement. σ yy of the crack tip element is restored to the expected high tensile range, in the case of both 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curlfree -1 st -order PDS-FEM. However, 1 st -order PDS-FEM outperform curl-free-1 st -PDS-FEM, by producing smaller negative stress in the adjacent elements and producing near zero σ yy along the crack surface (see Fig. 11 ). The same figure shows that the curl-fee -1 st -order PDS-FEM produces higher negative stress in adjacent element of Ψ ϶c and σ yy along the crack surface oscillates in a large range. One negative effect of setting x βc =x is the moving of crack tip singularity tox, from x g which is its correct location. While this preliminary investigation indicates that crack tip solution can be improved by choosing a proper base polynomial set. Selection of a suitable base functions and choosing appropriate x β for the crack tip element has to be further investigated. Especially, a mathematical proof should be sought.
In order to quantitatively estimate the accuracy of the crack tip singularity with x βc =x, J-integral is calculated along several paths enclosing the right side crack tip, for many Delaunay tessellations. Figure  12 shows the error of J-integral versus DOFs. As is seen, both 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM produce second order convergence for Jintegral. Further, the error in curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM gets saturated after certain refinement. However, the accuracy of the J-integral is still lower than the expected, probably due to the shifting of the singularity from x g tox.
One of the problem observed in 0 th -order PDS-FEM is that crack surfaces have non-negligibly large traction normal to the crack surfaces. Figure 11 shows that 1 st -order HO-PDS-FEM rectifies this problem producing negligibly small traction normal to the crack surfaces. This is clearly visible even in Fig.  7 . Comparison of 11 (a) and (c) shows that σ yy of curl-fee1 st -order PDS-FEM is as bad as that of 0 thorder PDS-FEM. These observations lead to the conclusion that 1 st -order PDS-FEM is superior to curlfree 1 st -order PDS-FEM; 1 st -order PDS-FEM is better in both modeling singular stress filed at the crack tip and modeling traction free crack surfaces. Numerical example is solved with 0 th -order PDS-FEM, 1 st -order PDS-FEM and curl-free-1 st -order PDS-FEM. Results from these numerical schemes are compared to comment on suitability different approaches to extend 0 th -order PDS-FEM. Figure 14 shows the stress, σ yy calculated using different approaches of PDS-FEM. Tip stress is well reported with HO-PDS-FEM as current methodology inherent p-version properties like any other numerical scheme. The difference between the results of 0 th order and 1 st order is significant, while difference between HO-PDS-FEM and curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM is insignificant in the areas away from tip. A precise observation of difference is needed to draw some more conclusion. Hence, stress variation along the crack line is plotted in Fig. 15 . Ideally, crack surface is traction free surface and same shall be reproducible. 0 thorder PDS-FEM and curl free implementation do not reproduce the traction free surface. Moreover, stress distribution is oscillating in nature. While, 1 st -order PDS-FEM imitates nearly zero stress along the crack, which is a significant improvement over curl-free-1 storder PDS-FEM. Before reaching to any concrete verdict on acceptability of two possible ways to extend the 0 th order PDS, several other numerical examples are suggested to be solved and is work in progress. However, at this end, it can be stressed that HO-PDS-FEM is superior to curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM.
Concluding Remarks
Implementation of HO-PDS-FEM and curl-free-HO-PDS-FEM with various elasticity problems have been accomplished. Discussion and comparison of results from both formulations emphasis on the fact that difference between them is insignificant. However, curl free implementation does not show any notable improvement over 0 th -order PDS-FEM, while reporting the traction free crack surface. Higher convergence rate for the function and derivative is a salient feature of HO-PDS-FEM and same is obtained in analysis of numerical examples with and without singularities. Convergence rate for derivative reaches to the value of 2 with first order polynomial basis.
APPENDIX A Curl free HO-PDSFEM (1) Curl-free-HO-PDS
In the curl-free implementation, the given trial function f is approximated exactly in the same manner as in the HO-PDS-FEM; using Eq. 1 with 
we can obtain the following system of linear equations, which can be solved to find the unknown coefficients f αn 's.
dv. An approximation for the derivative which always satisfies the curl-free condition is defined asg
, where f ψ is another approximation of f defined over the tessellations {Ψ β } as
The support of the polynomial base functionsQ βn 's is
Minimizing the errorẼ = ∫ Ψ ∇f ψ − ∇f ϕ 2 dv, the unknown coefficientsf βn 's can be expressed in terms of f αn 's asf βm = A βmαn f αn , where
3) In the above equations, repeated superscript j indicates summation with respect to each coordinate axis x j . With the aid of the above expression, the approximated derivative of the curl-free formulation of PDS,g
It can be readily prove that the above definition of approximate gradient always satisfy the curl-free condition (i.e. ∇ ×g ψ i = 0). PDS defined with Eq. 1 and (1) are referred as the curl-free-HO-PDS, in this article.
(2) Implementation of curl-free-HO-PDSFEM Following the formulation in subsection (1), a curl free approximation for the derivative u i , j can be de- 
With the above definitions, implementation of curlfree PDS in FEM framework is straightforward. Using Eq. A.4, ϵ can be approximated as ϵ
, where
Fig.14 Distribution of σ yy in the vicinity of crack surfaces. 1 st -order PDS-FEM perform better than curl free 1 st -order PDS-FEM in modeling traction free crack surfaces. Substituting Eq. A.6 into 7 and setting the first variation δL = 0, we can obtain the following governing linear set of equations.
The element stiffness matrix can be readily recognized as
Introducing discontinuities According to the definition, P αn can be written as P αn = F αn (x − x α ) ϕ α (x), which allows to express A βmαn from Eq. A.3 as What is required to model a crack along a Voronoi boundary, ∂Φ α , is dropping this contribution ∫ ∂Φ αQ , βr j F αn n α j ds along the corresponding boundary when evaluating A βmαn . As an example, to model a crack along the boundary AG creating a crack surfaces AG and GA' in Fig. 1(b 
APPENDIX B Numerical evaluation of JIntegral
Considering a two dimensional elastic body with an opening crack mode, J-integral is defined as:
where, W is the strain energy density (W = 1 2 σ ij ϵ ij ),
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T i is the traction vector on a surface with outward normal n j (T i = σ ij n j ), u i is the displacement vector, Γ is a contour which encapsulate the crack-tip, s is the arc length of Γ.
In this paper, above mentioned equation has been numerically evaluated along contour of average radius of value 0.25m, assuming tip as centre. The defined contour is set along the Voronoi boundaries. It is important to note that J has been calculated for several different paths encapsulating the tip, to ensure the convergence. The average radius of these paths vary from 0.15 to 0.35 m, to verify the constancy of near field (around tip) and far field (at specimen edge).
